Mechanisms of bone metastases of breast cancer
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Abstract

Cancer development is a multi-step process driven by genetic alterations that elicit the progressive transformation of normal human cells into highly malignant derivatives. The altered cell proliferation phenotype of cancer involves a poorly characterized sequence of molecular events, which often result in the development of distant metastasis. In the case of breast cancer, the skeleton is among the most common of metastatic sites. In spite of its clinical importance, the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms driving bone metastasis remain elusive. Despite advances in our understanding of the phenotype of cancer cells, the increased focus on the contribution of the tumor microenvironment and the recent revival of interest in the role of tumor-propagating cells (so called cancer stem cells) that may originate or be related to normal stem cells produced in the bone marrow, many important questions remain unanswered. As such, a more complete understanding of the influences of both the microenvironment and the tumor phenotype, which impact the entire multi-step metastatic cascade, is required. In this review, the importance of tumor heterogeneity, tumor-propagating cells, the microenvironment of breast cancer metastasis to bone as well as many current endocrine therapies for the prevention and treatment of metastatic breast cancer is discussed.
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Introduction

Cancer is a disorder of cell proliferation that involves a poorly characterized sequence of molecular events that include, uncontrolled cell proliferation, morphological and cellular transformation, angiogenesis, dysregulation of apoptosis, enhanced invasive activity, and subsequent local and distant metastases (Lin & Karin 2007). It is abundantly clear that the tumor microenvironment, which develops and changes in parallel with tumor burden, is a central participant in this complex process (Coussens & Werb 2002, de Visser et al. 2005).

Despite recent widespread patient screening advances as well as heightened health awareness, a significant proportion of women still present with advanced breast cancer. The diagnosis of a metastatic tumor suggests systemic treatment, along with local intervention targeting the primary tumor. Although there has been progress resulting from early detection and improved adjuvant therapy, the prognosis of breast cancer patients is still limited by the occurrence of distant metastases largely due to clinically occult micrometastases that remain undetected. In particular, breast cancer bone metastasis has unique characteristics; some of which have been successfully targeted in the palliative setting (Sweeney et al. 2007) but not yet with treatments of curative intent.

In developed countries, ~75% of all breast cancers occur in postmenopausal women, of which about 80% are hormone receptor positive (Anderson et al. 2002). Metastasis accounts for over 90% of lethality in cancer patients (Bendre et al. 2003) and at post mortem examination, ~70% of all patients dying of breast cancer have evidence of metastatic bone disease, which in many patients is a chronic condition (Coleman 2006). The survival from the time of diagnosis varies among different tumor types, whereas the prognosis after the development of bone metastases in breast
The metastatic process and tumor heterogeneity

Despite several decades of intensive investigation, controversy remains regarding the exact pathophysiologic mechanism(s) of metastasis. Two fundamentally different models for metastasis have been described (Weigelt et al. 2005). The first speculates that primary tumors in a specific organ arise from the same cell that later undergoes multiple changes leading to clonal evolution associated with phenotypic and behavioral diversity, including the potential to metastasize to distant organs (Talmadge 2007). The second suggests that cancers arising in a specific organ are initiated by the activation of the cancer stem cell compartment, thereby, driving the ability to metastasize with a variable predilection to different tissues (Talmadge 2007).

The prevailing concept of metastasis as a clonal evolution process is that during tumor progression under environmental pressure, heterogeneity in gene expression develops within the population of tumor cells, for example due to the effects of genomic instability and the accumulation of mutations and other genetic aberrations. Clonal selection then determines that only those tumor cells that have acquired the necessary properties to initiate the complex process of metastasis are able to disseminate successfully and go on to form secondary tumors (Fidler 2003). The growth of a tumor focus at a site distant to the primary tumor represents the final step in the complex process of metastasis, which is the result of numerous sequential and selective events. Implicit in the clonal selection (evolution) hypothesis is the development of at least one tumor subpopulation within the primary tumor that expresses the genes required to successfully complete the process of metastasis (Talmadge 2007). Hence, primary tumors must also include cellular subpopulations that express none or only a subset of the characteristics required to complete the entire metastatic process (Talmadge 2007).

Tumor progression per se suggests that metastatic cells are exclusively found within metastases, but not necessarily within primary tumors. Rather, tumor progression should be considered as a continuum that does not end with metastasis; but continues during therapeutic intervention such that variants develop, which may have increased resistance to therapy as well as preferential features compatible with metastatic growth. Thus, tumor cells within a metastasis have completed a process of colonization at the metastatic site, the result of initially expressing all of the alterations necessary for metastasis and growth at that site, e.g. bone. However, as metastatic foci grow, heterogeneity can again develop potentially including cells with different metastatic capabilities and potential (Talmadge 2007). Such a process has been described in numerous studies, including studies evaluating bone marrow micrometastases at the time of initial breast cancer diagnosis. In this case, heterogeneous tumor cells in the bone marrow was a significant prognostic factor with respect to both poor overall survival and breast-cancer-specific survival, suggesting that both primary and metastatic cells contribute to tumor progression. Indeed, micrometastatic cells may have the potential to re-seed the primary tumor site, adding to the well-accepted idea that a significant component of tumor progression is associated with the seeding of tumor cells into the circulation from both the primary
and the metastatic (Norton & Massague 2006) sites. Thus, although all metastases are derived from the parent tumor, the actual seeding of new metastases likely occurs at various times depending on the stage of clonal selection (evolution) in the primary tumor. To be certain, individual cancer cells that differ in their metastatic capability co-exist within a tumor, such that metastatic primary tumors contain tumor sub-populations with widely variant metastatic potential (Talmadge 2007).

Histological examination and gene expression profiling of primary tumors support this idea and shows cellular heterogeneity based on both morphology and gene expression (Kang et al. 2003, Gupta & Massague 2006, Wood et al. 2007). For example, morphologically diverse areas can occur within a tumor such as foci of ductal carcinoma in situ within a primary breast carcinoma (Leonard & Swain 2004) or the different bone metastases of a single patient with metastatic prostate cancer (Roudier et al. 2003). Similarly, estrogen receptor (ER), Her2/neu, or p53 expression varies between and within tumors and metastases, ranging from 1 to >90% of cells (Talmadge 2007). This variability is also seen with regard to tumor physiological status. Tumor oxygenation as well as glycolysis and resulting tumor acidity has been found to widely vary between primary and metastatic lesions – even in the same patient (Raghunand et al. 2003, Van den Eynden et al. 2007, Gatenby et al. 2007). Thus, the clonal selection of metastases leads to phenotypically diverse metastases, such that within the same patient some metastases can be positive whereas others are negative for specific marker(s) and the individual metastases more or less responsive to systemic therapy.

Metastasis to any site, including the skeleton, is a non-random process (Gupta & Massague 2006). While certain tumors preferentially metastasize to specific sites, others are less selective and more widespread. The selectivity for a specific target site is determined by the ability of the tumor cells to accomplish all of the steps of the complex metastatic cascade (Poste & Fidler 1980, Fidler 2003). Although anatomical and mechanical effects such as blood flow influence the sites of tumor metastasis, to some degree, it is eventually the microenvironment that not only promotes tumor proliferation at the distant site, but also determines which metastatic site(s) is preferred. This process is accomplished by the complex manipulation of the host microenvironment by a series of events including secretion of systemic factors from the primary tumor site (Kelly et al. 2005), adhesion of the tumor cells to endothelial cells at the metastatic site, extravasation into the target tissue, and subsequent colonization and growth of the lesion (Bendre et al. 2003; Fig. 1).

Breast cancer’s proclivity for bone is frequently associated with intractable bone pain, pathological

---

**Figure 1** Schematic of tumor–bone marrow microenvironment interactions. Invading tumor cells secrete osteolytic factors that can directly and indirectly stimulate osteoclastic bone resorption, by multinucleated osteoclasts (shown as green cells). Indirect stimulation is primarily by up-regulation of RANK–RANKL signaling by osteoblasts (shown as cuboidal pale blue cells on bone surface) or by stimulation of host immune cells that can increase RANK–RANKL signaling and also negatively regulate tumor cells. Tumor cells also secrete factors that can activate other receptors on the osteoblast, leading to increased osteolysis. Tumors also secrete agents such as VEGF and PDGF that influence vessel formation, as well as agents that can alter platelet function, both of which support osteoclastogenesis and osteolysis. Tumor cells may also influence other bone marrow microenvironment cells, such as stromal cells, which can be induced to differentiate towards the adipogenic lineage (white cell; red nuclei) or that can become osteoblasts or that can otherwise support osteoclast progression through interactions in the bone marrow niche. The overall integrated result of increased tumor burden in bone in the case of metastatic breast cancer is increased osteolysis.
fractures, nerve compression, and hypercalcemia due to osteolysis (Mundy 2002) and is a feature distinct from locoregional and visceral spread. The pattern of disease progression, response to therapy, and ultimately patient survival following diagnosis is subject to extremely wide variation (Sweeney et al. 2007). One potential explanation for these differences may be the ease with which tumor cells that have escaped into the circulation proliferate in selected secondary tissues. Alternatively, it is possible that the skeleton may harbor breast cancer cells of lower level metastatic potential than other extra-mammary sites, or perhaps that tumor cells once confined to the skeleton may not have the aggressiveness of breast cancers metastatic to other organs, such as liver or lung. For whatever reasons, the diagnosis of breast cancer bone metastases is insufficient for subsequent patient management decisions. Rather, attention is paid clinically to the presence of concurrent visceral metastases, skeletal tumor load, and the expression of relevant tumor therapeutic targets. However, the possibility that tumor cells harbored in the bone or bone marrow from early on in the patient history could be detected or measured and have a larger role in patient management decisions remains relatively underexplored. One thing is certain; skeletal tumors such as the bone metastases of breast cancer and the associated extensive bone destruction often denote a dramatic worsening in the prognosis for the patient with significantly increased morbidity (Bhattacharyya et al. 2007).

**Tumor-initiating cells and metastasis**

Interest has recently re-emerged in the stem cell theory of cancer, stating that tumors contain rare cells with infinite growth and variable potential and propensity to metastasize to different tissues (Li et al. 2007). These cells may metastasize and some of the cells within the metastatic foci may then differentiate into cells without a metastatic phenotype. However, it is not clear whether tumor stem cells are bone fide stem cells or simply represent a highly malignant cellular subpopulation (Talmadge 2007). Recent studies have suggested that these tumor-propagating cells may not in fact be that rare. Using transplanted mouse leukemias and lymphomas in syngeneic animals, rather than xenotransplantation, the majority of tumors were maintained by the dominant cell population, and not by a minor tumor growth-sustaining subpopulation (Kelly et al. 2007). Regardless of whether tumor-initiating cells are ‘stem’ cells that underwent transformation or other progenitor cells that gained access to particular ‘stem cell programs and functions’ and are hence immortalized, it is clear that these cancer cells possess many stem cell properties.

ER expressing mammary cells represent the minority of normal breast tissue. Maintenance of breast tissue requires the controlled proliferation and differentiation of mammary stem cells that do not express the ER-α. Some stem cells acquire the expression of ER-α as they differentiate but the mechanism of ER-α acquisition remained unknown until recently. Estrogen action on the mammary gland is mediated through its action on ER-expressing stromal cells or the minority of mammary cells that express the ER-α; this effect is then amplified through local paracrine mechanisms using different growth factors (Morani et al. 2008). The role of BRCA1/2 mutations in breast cancer was established several years ago (Miki et al. 1994, Wooster et al. 1995). BRCA1-mutated breast cancers are characterized by the absence of ER, progesterone receptor, and HER2 expression, medullary histologic type, early age of onset, and aggressive clinical behavior with visceral predilection. BRCA1 is a multifunctional tumor suppressor gene that plays a major role in the regulation of stem/progenitor fate (Liu et al. 2008). Furthermore, wild-type BRCA1 and Oct1 are necessary for the expression of ER-α while mutated BRCA1 leads to a lack of expression of ER-α (Hosey et al. 2007). Since BRCA1 can be silenced in patients with sporadic forms of breast cancer by hypermethylation (Wei et al. 2005) or specific mutations (John et al. 2007), it is possible that the dysregulation of BRCA1 or other components of this pathway in breast stem cells is responsible for many of the so-called triple-negative breast cancers and their characteristic aggressive behavior typically involving more visceral than bone metastases. Alternatively, if breast cancer arises in differentiating progenitor cells that have acquired ER-α expression, different programs would likely be accessible to these cells that have the potential to increase the proclivity of these cells to metastasize to bone.

Recent studies utilizing immortalized human mammary epithelial cell populations have suggested that specific cellular programs can be activated that contribute substantially to tumor formation and progression (Mani et al. 2008). As an example, the epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) is an important developmental process that changes the phenotypic and functional properties of cells. EMT likely contributes to metastasis by changing the adhesive properties of particular tumor cells and promoting motility, thereby also increasing tumor cell invasiveness (Onder et al. 2008). Collectively,
the evidence strongly supports the idea that the individual characteristics of tumors span the spectrum between clonal selection or cancer stem cells. Consequently, if tumor growth is sustained either by rare cancer stem cells or dominant clones or some combination of both, any successful therapeutic approach will likely require targeting multiple tumor cell populations (Talmadge 2007, Adams & Strasser 2008).

The role of the microenvironment in bone metastasis

The striking contrast between the abundance of circulating tumor cells and the relative rarity of metastatic events strongly suggests that the metastatic process is very inefficient and takes much more than simply the presence of cancer cells in the circulation (Gupta & Massague 2006). Once a cell has overcome the intrinsic barriers to carcinogenesis, it will need to overcome additional environmental barriers that have been evolutionarily perfected to protect multicellular organisms and maintain their homeostasis (Poste & Fidler 1980, Fidler 2003). Typical environmental barriers include physical (basement membrane), chemical (reactive oxygen species (ROS), hypoxia, and low pH), and biological (immune surveillance, inhibitory cytokines, and regulatory extracellular matrix (ECM) peptides) components (Kelly et al. 2005, Van den Eynden et al. 2007).

Once distant from the primary tumor site and resident in the bone marrow, breast cancer cells establish a tight interaction with the marrow microenvironment (Onder et al. 2008). Resident metastatic breast cancer cells secrete a plethora of osteolytic factors (Bendre et al. 2003), capable of both receptor activator of NF-κB ligand (RANKL)-dependent and -independent activation of osteoclast formation and bone resorption (Lu et al. 2007; Fig. 1). Tumor activation of bone resorption occurs via direct activation of osteoclasts, and their precursors derived from the monocyte/macrophage lineage cells resident in the bone marrow, and are independent of RANKL (Bendre et al. 2003). Monocytes are also activated to form osteoclasts via indirect effects on osteoblasts, leading to osteoclastogenesis mediated by RANKL. In the presence of colony-stimulating factor 1 (CSF1), RANK-L promotes the entire process of osteoclastogenesis and the activation of bone resorption (Fig. 1).

Interestingly, once dysregulated, the critical pathways involved in mammary gland development are also implicated in mammary tumor formation and progression. In addition, epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), transforming growth factor-β and the Wnt gene family are all implicated in the development and progression of metastatic breast cancer (Mundy 2002, Bussard et al. 2008).

In addition to the metastatic breast cancer cells that have reached the bone marrow, other cell types within the bone microenvironment contribute to the development of tumor cell micrometastatic foci within the bone marrow or the so-called bone metastatic niche. These other cell types can be considered to be one of two general types, either resident stromal or transient cells (Bussard et al. 2008). Stromal cells include mesenchymal stem cells that give rise to adipocytes, fibroblasts, chondrocytes, or osteoblasts. In addition, these resident stromal cells in the bone marrow have the ability to support the differentiation, proliferation, and survival of both hematopoietic and cancer cells. Stromal cell expression of vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM-1) has been shown to increase the production of osteolytic cytokines in multiple myeloma. For example, treatment with a neutralizing antibody to VCAM-1 significantly inhibited myeloma bone disease (Michigami et al. 2000).

Resident vascular endothelial cells also contribute to a bone marrow microenvironment particularly favorable to metastatic cancer cells. The high microvessel density of the bone marrow has been shown to be associated with both an increased bone-tumor metastasis frequency as well as the prolonged survival of tumor cells (Chavez-Macgregor et al. 2005). Clearly, new blood vessels are essential for the survival of metastatic cancer cells. In addition, many secreted tumor-cell factors (e.g. interleukin 8 (IL-8)) are known to increase endothelial cell proliferation, differentiation, and even angiogenesis, suggesting the existence of a feedback loop that improves tumor cell survival at the distant location (Bussard et al. 2008).

Transient cells that contribute to the metastatic bone microenvironment include erythrocytes, T cells, and platelets, all of which are derived from hematopoietic stem cells. Of these, the platelet is particularly interesting. One recent study has demonstrated that platelet adhesion to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells resulted in the secretion of lysophosphatidic acid (LPA (1-acyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate) from platelets (Boucharaba et al. 2004). In addition, the release of LPA resulted in the increased expression of IL-8 from tumor cells, a molecule with potent osteoclastogenic activity (Bendre et al. 2005). These data provide a mechanism by which platelet adhesion to tumor cells can mediate local changes in tumor osteolysis. Similarly, a critical role for platelets in mediating metastasis has been suggested in studies by Jain et al. (2007). T cells that express RANKL as well as secrete
TNF-α are well-recognized mediators of bone resorption that can be activated by metastatic tumor cells. Tumor-derived parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) and IL-8 activate transient T cells, thus enhancing bone resorption (Marguiles et al. 2006).

PTHrP and CSF1 (both associated with human breast cancer bone metastasis) are involved in the preparation of the breast for lactation and have been shown to play an important role in the communication between the breast, bone, and bone marrow (Wysolmerski et al. 2002). PTHrP, a protein originally identified as the agent responsible for the humoral hypercalcemia of malignancy (Suva et al. 1987), is released from maturing alveolar and ductal cells at the end of pregnancy and during lactation to induce calcium mobilization from the skeleton for milk production (Thiede & Rodan 1988, Wysolmerski et al. 1995).

CSF1 is a glycosylated proteoglycan that acts on its unique cell surface receptor, the CSF-1R encoded by c-fms protooncogene expressed on the surface of osteoclast precursors (Hofstetter et al. 1992), and is essential for osteoclast progenitor survival. CSF-1 is also expressed (without its receptor) at low levels in resting non-lactating breast tissue both in the epithelial compartment and in the stroma (Kaciniski 1997). Interestingly, CSF-1 levels have recently been shown to correlate with breast cancer risk in postmenopausal but not premenopausal women (Tamimi et al. 2008).

Predictors of tumor recurrence and bone metastasis

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease that presents in a number of clinical and histological forms. Clinically, progression is difficult to predict using the available prognostic factors and treatment is therefore not as effective as it needs to be in order to improve patient outcomes. Importantly, therapeutic strategies would likely be more successful if more was understood about breast cancer heterogeneity and metastasis.

Traditional histopathologic factors describing breast cancer have been evaluated for their association with organ tropism for more than a century (Paget 1889). The respective role of classical tumor characteristics and patient demographics on the incidence of bone metastasis as first site of recurrence in patients with breast cancer have also been extensively examined (James et al. 2003). Low tumor grade, ER positivity, and lymph node involvement are significantly associated with bone metastasis. Tubular mixed primary tumors were also associated with more bone metastases compared with ductal tumors, whereas neither age nor tumor size were significantly associated with bone metastases (James et al. 2003). In this study, factors significantly associated with increased survival time in patients presenting with bone metastases were ER status, the absence of additional sites of metastatic disease, normal tumor markers, and long metastasis-free interval. Although the association of ER-positive breast cancer with bone metastases has been reported in many studies (Koenders et al. 1991, Coleman et al. 1998, Solomayer et al. 2000), another study in patients with invasive ductal carcinoma of the breast (Hasebe et al. 1998) suggested that regardless of the lymph node or ER status, the presence of fibrotic focus (FF) and its grade (diameter > 8 mm, FF fibrosis grade 1) in the primary tumor were the most important predictive factors for bone metastasis.

The demonstration that tumor-derived PTHrP was responsible for the humoral hypercalcemia of malignancy (Suva et al. 1987) suggested a potential role in predisposing the skeletal complications of breast cancer. In the only large prospective study of consecutive unselected patients with operable breast cancer, PTHrP expression by the primary tumor predicted improved prognosis with decreased metastasis to all sites (Henderson et al. 2006). This surprising result implicated an effect, as yet unknown, and clearly distinct from the well-characterized osteolytic action of tumor-derived PTHrP expression locally in bone marrow.

In order to identify potential molecular mechanisms involved in determining the site of relapse, Smid et al. (2006) mapped differentially expressed genes from 107 primary breast tumors patients who were lymph node negative at the time of diagnosis and had experienced relapse. A panel of 69 genes was identified as significantly differentially expressed between patients who experienced relapse to bone versus those who experienced relapse elsewhere in the body. Five of the functionally annotated genes were members of the FGF receptor pathway (FGF5, SOS1, DUSP1, FGFR3, and DUSP4). Numerous studies have reported similar gene expression-based approaches (van de Vijver et al. 2002, Kang et al. 2003, Sorlie et al. 2003, Van’t Veer & Weigelt 2003, Wang et al. 2005, Bild et al. 2006, Bueno-de-Mesquita et al. 2008); however, many of the identified classifiers and gene targets in the various studies are largely non-overlapping, raising questions about their biologic significance and clinical implications (Massague 2007). The obvious implication from these collective observations is that other approaches such as proteomics or ‘non-omic’-based assays are required to validate and/or define those...
pathways and targets identified by gene expression profiling as predictive of tumor development and progression (Bhattacharyya et al. 2007).

**Current treatment of bone metastasis**

**Local therapeutic strategies**

Since much of the therapeutic strategy for bone metastasis is palliative in nature, the tumor bed is often irradiated before or after primary tumor site surgery (Riccio et al. 2007). Agents such as bisphosphonates have steadily increased in use to inhibit bone resorption in combination with more traditional therapy targeting cancer cells as discussed below (Kohno 2008). The results of each of these approaches alone or in combination are influenced by the extent of other systemic disease present at the time of treatment.

Many bone metastases will be irradiated using external beam radiotherapy simply because this approach will improve clinical symptoms of pain and other morbidity by 70% or more in many studies (Hoegler 1997). Other approaches involving thermal ablation have recently gained limited popularity, with some promising studies demonstrating that many solitary lesions in bone can be effectively destroyed with a variety of currently available thermal therapy devices (Simon & Dupuy 2006, Masala et al. 2007).

Important new information regarding other related sequelae from the growth of breast cancer in bone has been gained using antiresorptive agents such as bisphosphonates or RANKL-targeted agents that inhibit bone resorption. Therefore, there is some optimism that radiation therapy in combination with targeted agents may improve treatment options and significantly lengthen survival in some instances. This optimism is of course based on the hope that clinical studies using well-designed combination therapy approaches will be designed and implemented.

**Systemic therapy**

The proclivity of breast cancer to metastasize to bone and the prognostic significance of bone metastasis suggest that effective bone metastasis treatment may provide significant clinical benefit. As described above, specific bone metastasis-associated targets may improve therapeutic efficacy. However, many factors have been identified that have been linked with the progression of breast cancer in bone. The determination of which (if any) of these factors play crucial roles in the pathogenesis and progression of breast cancer bone metastasis awaits continued investigation.

The aggressive lytic phenotype of breast cancer bone metastasis has resulted in therapies that primarily target osteoclastic bone resorption, such as the bisphosphonates (Coleman 2006). It is now well-accepted that bisphosphonate use has a beneficial effect on the management of metastatic bone disease and the prevention of treatment-induced bone loss (Coleman 2008). Guidelines for the use of bisphosphonates in preventing treatment-induced bone loss are continuing to evolve and clinical trials investigating their potential role in the adjuvant setting to prevent metastasis are ongoing (Coleman 2008).

The final results of one of these trials (ABCSG-12) have recently been presented (Gnant et al. 2008). The study evaluated the role of the bisphosphonate zoledronic acid in a group of premenopausal women who received an LHRH analog and either tamoxifen or anastrozole and who were then randomized to receive zoledronic acid or placebo. No difference in disease-free survival was seen with any endocrine therapy tested, but the bisphosphonate zoledronic acid conferred a 36% decrease in recurrences (disease free survival (DFS), hazard ratio (HR): 0.64 (0.46–0.91) P = 0.011) in the bone, extraskeletal sites including the ipsilateral and contralateral breast as well as visceral sites. The explanation of these results remains elusive, but a direct systemic effect of zoledronic acid on the tumor seems unlikely as the primary site of zoledronic acid uptake is the skeleton.

Although ongoing clinical trials targeting breast cancer bone metastasis may provide effective treatments, a better understanding of how breast cancer cells selectively metastasize to bone is required to provide effective treatments for this challenging clinical problem. All available evidence strongly supports the notion that osteoclasts are an appropriate target and that the inhibition of the activity and/or development of these cells provides clinical benefit for the treatment of breast cancer bone metastasis. In this vein, other developing and highly promising therapies for breast cancer bone metastasis include cathepsin K inhibitors, anti-DKK antibodies, and denosumab, a fully human monoclonal antibody that can reversibly bind human RANKL and potently inhibit osteoclastogenesis and bone resorption (Dougall & Chaisson 2006, Lipton et al. 2007).

Recently, adjuvant aromatase inhibitor therapy has also become well-established as a breast cancer therapy for postmenopausal women with hormone receptor-positive breast cancer (Ellis et al. 2008). Several recent clinical trials comparing aromatase inhibitors with tamoxifen have confirmed that aromatase inhibitors offer significant advantages over tamoxifen during...
the treatment phase (Coates et al. 2007, Coombes et al. 2007, Forbes et al. 2008). However, such systemic therapy with these inhibitors is also complicated by a highly accelerated bone loss and subsequent increased fracture risk (Forbes et al. 2008). There are a variety of agents available to reduce the effects of metastatic breast cancer on the skeleton and also local treatments that may target individual bone tumors. Whether or not these agents can be used in concert to improve bone quality, reduce morbidity from the metastatic lesions, and increase quality of life and survival remains to be studied.

Summary

Normal interactions between the mammary gland and the bone/bone marrow-derived cells are diverted to serve the mammary malignant process at its inception and subsequently during the metastatic process. It is now formally a possibility that the bone marrow has the potential to serve as a ‘sanctuary’ to protect metastatic breast cancer cells. This protective environment may support the metastatic foci before they progress locally to form bony metastases or equally serve as a platform from which breast cancer cells can be stimulated locally or systemically to seed other organs or even re-seed the site of the original primary tumor (Fig. 1). If true, the idea that the bone is categorically a site reserved for only palliative therapy in response to disease progression is one that needs to be revised in the minds of researchers and clinicians alike.

The currently available data suggest that different tumor-propagating cells (so-called tumor stem cells) are the origin of each subtype of breast cancer, with hormone receptor-negative breast cancer arising from an earlier developmental stage compared with hormone receptor-positive breast cancer. This may explain the difference in activated pathways in each subtype and therefore in propensity to metastasize to bone. However, since bone metastases arise in both types of breast cancer, it is likely that different pathways can also be used by breast cancer cells to establish residence in the bone/bone marrow microenvironment. The identification and resolution of these pathways remains one of the most important issues in breast cancer research, with critical implications in the prevention and treatment of disease.

Targeting osteoclastic bone resorption with bisphosphonates has proven to be a useful strategy with improvement of quality of life in the metastatic setting and of disease-free survival in the adjuvant setting (RANKL inhibitors are still under investigation); yet more therapeutic targets are needed. Even in the face of the many advances and data described above, many crucial questions remained unanswered. How do tumor cells remain dormant for years in spite of their presence in the bone marrow microenvironment? How do we identify the specific signature of a metastatic cell? How can the bone cancer cell niche be targeted, protected, and prevented?

As expected, ongoing research efforts are attempting to answer these and many other important and fundamental questions. With certainty, it is reasonable to state that significantly more research is required before the skeletal consequences of metastasis will be completely understood. It is our conviction that the relationship of the primary tumor microenvironment and the bone marrow microenvironment, where circulating tumor cells may find sanctuary and later develop into bone lesions, dictates tumor cell survival and activation, response to first-line therapy, and recurrence patterns in each patient. Therefore, the characteristics of each microenvironment are a proper place to focus efforts on improved interventions to care for our patients.
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